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Abstract
The inquiry extends space syntax methodologies beyond descriptions of social content to assess how
buildings engage imagination. We proceed with a case study of the Seattle Central Public Library, designed
by the Office for Metropolitan Architecture and completed in 2005. Social staging is construed by describing
routes taken by users as they carry out specific, contrived tasks that are germane to the library program.
Points along these routes are described using standard space syntax analytical techniques that characterize
the distribution of potential views, exposure, and access to different parts of the program. In the second part
of the analysis, the social staging is set against phenomenal staging, understood here as the underlying
strategies by which the sensory phenomena of the building are presented to the builder users. We then
observe ways by which the phenomenal staging modifies the social reality constructed by the building.
The study thus makes the case for an analytical approach that distinguishes between two distinct sets of
architectural tasks that are often conflated‐‐‐those that support everyday activity, as captured by space
syntax, and those that excite reflective engagement through imaginative perception, as described in the
phenomenal staging. We propose that the critical success of a building may depend not on assimilating these
tasks into a seamless form, but rather on exploiting the tension that is often generated between them. As far
as supporting everyday activity is concerned, the Seattle library retains a typical genotypical structure of
reading areas organized about stacks. Phenotypically, however, it sets up an absorbing imaginative
experience that decenters the visitor and excites exploration. In the last analysis, the critical success of the
Seattle library lies in its capacity to tune the qualitative, subjective, conscious experience of visitors to the
reciprocal relationship between the sense of self on display and the sense of self as onlooker and to the
generally fleeting experience of life in an urban setting.
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INTRODUCTION
Space syntax, as a descriptive and analytic field, has investigated the non‐discursive social content of
buildings, identifying how spatial configuration helps engender social relationships and is therefore
explained by them. This inquiry extends the interests of social content to include descriptions of how
buildings also engage the imagination. In recent years, there has been increasing discussion within the space
syntax community on how space syntax might contribute to the explanation of visual form in architecture,
and more generally on issues central to architecture as a discipline rather than building practice at large. In
the last symposium alone, papers from Bafna et al. (2009), Holanda (2009), Koch (2009), and Psarra (2009)
raised several interesting issues on the relationship of architecture and building, on how space syntax could
contribute to architecture, and on the visual functioning of architecture—themes that have previously been
broached by Hillier (1996), Hanson (1994 & 1999), and Peponis (2005). In pursuing the way buildings are
designed to engage the imagination, we intend to continue the ongoing dialog in those papers. We begin
with the premise that formal manipulation creates imaginative content over and above the creation of social
content. What we will try to show is how imaginative content emerges, partly but also significantly, from the
tension between how users are staged socially and how they are staged phenomenally.
The inquiry is formed around a case study of the Seattle Central Public Library, designed by the Office for
Metropolitan Architecture and completed in 2005. Social staging of users is inferred using standard space
syntax analytical techniques. By convention, syntactical variables such as connectivity and integration are
used to characterize the potential social life within a spatial setting because behavioral patterns often
coincide with the distribution of the values of these variables. It is therefore logical to expect these variables
to be useful in characterizing the experience of the social life of the situated user. We focus here on the task‐
oriented visitor to the library who is neither a touristic visitor, nor a daily inhabitant of the building, such as
an employee. Since patterns of visual exposure are related to the perceived “publicness” of particular
locations, they can directly influence the social self that is adopted by the user in ways well described in
sociological literature (originating with Goffman, 1959; but also cf. Douglas, 1970). The term “staging”
directly reflects Goffman’s description of the dramaturgical perspective in social life.
Procedurally, social staging is inferred here by first describing contrived routes taken by visitors undertaking
particular tasks and then characterizing their experience based on the values of standard syntactical
variables in the spaces at selected points along these routes. The values of these variables—visual
connectivity, visual integration and maximum radials—have direct social or perceptual interpretations, and
therefore the spaces at each point can be described as having distinct social characteristics.
In the second part of the analysis, the social staging is set against phenomenal staging. Phenomenal staging
is characterized by identifying patterns in how the library is presented to the visitor as a program of sensory
incidents. This part develops from our belief that beyond exposing users to fundamentally interpersonal or
social environments, buildings also expose them to an imaginative environment wherein the experiencing
self is led to construct an imagining self in response to his or her phenomenal experience of the building,
much in the same way that he or she is led to construct a social self.1 The evocation of an imaginative
response seems to drive much creative work in architecture. Imaginative response is, in any case, central to
the case we take up in this paper.
1

"It is important to note that this imagining self is not created by the activity of imaginative engagement but rather is assimilated [into]
our own extant sense of self. The social logic of buildings may well play a constitutive role in the creation of a social or relational self,
but in imaginative engagement, the visualized self is our ordinary extensional and historical self (for logical constraints on the self in the
context of imagination, see Williams 1973); we imaginatively explore what it would like, for us, to be in such a setting. Such an
imaginative conception has been described as “recreative imagination” (Currie and Ravenscroft, 2003; see also, Bafna et al. 2009).
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What we want to study specifically is how the two kinds of staging of the self are handled in the design of
the library. Much of the critical literature on buildings conflates the imaginative and social aspects of
buildings. In such descriptions, phenomenal aspects of the design elicit imaginative response; social aspects
are assumed to be subsumed under, fine‐tuned, or intensified by the phenomenal staging. We will try to
show that the two aspects do not need to operate in tandem. In the library, at least, part of the aesthetic
charge comes from the tension between the social staging and the phenomenal staging of the situated user.

THE SEATTLE CENTRAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
As with other buildings and projects in of the OMA oeuvre,2 program is meant to be understood as
generating building form in a particular way at the Seattle library. In this case, project architect Joshua
Prince‐Ramus describes the library as a specimen of “hyper‐rational” buildings, whose form is found by
translating representations of program into built form (Joshua Prince‐Ramus). The irony of such an
explanation is that the building that “results” from this process is not at all rationalist in appearance. Rather,
it is irregular, boxy, and crumpled on the outside. On the inside, an atrium is formed against a concrete core
that abuts floorplates of varying dimensions; the entire interior is interjected with abstractly‐shaped masses
and surface treatments.

Image 1. Building exterior. Photo by Bryan Chang

2

The Parc de la Villette, Jussieu Library, and Voluntary Prinsoners of Architecture projects are other examples of the explicity
translation of program into form.
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Image 2. Building interior. Photo by Chris Schroeer‐Heiermann.

However, for all the visual irregularity, a binary logic readily emerges from the building section. The program
is portioned out into two alternating types of “platforms” or floors, each with a corresponding
programmatic designation. One programmatic type is termed “function” and characterized as “stable” and
the other “attraction” and “unstable” (El Croquis, 2004). “Functional” programmatic levels include the book
stacks, meeting rooms, and employee and administration work spaces. “Attraction” program levels include
reading, reference, circulation, and learning areas. Functions and attractions systematically differ in their
interface with the vertical circulation systems, with the building enhancing incidental movement into
attraction spaces while limiting such ingress to the functions. For example, the multi‐floor escalators
originate and terminate in attraction platforms only, altogether bypassing the function platforms. There are
additional, if less consistent, differences in spatial shape between attractions and functions, with attractions
open to the atrium, and enclosing surfaces more likely to be sloping and aggregated from various surfaces.
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Image 3. Labeled section diagram

In the Seattle library, the alternations of the section are overlaid on the disposition of reading rooms about
the stacks, which typically occurs in library plans. The building is on an inclined downtown block with lower
and upper entrances opening to the first and third floors, both attraction platforms. The first floor houses
circulation, the children’s area, and an auditorium, and the third is a voluminous reading area together with
the coffee and gift shops and the fiction collection (pictures 1st and 3rd floor). These two levels are linked by
a two‐story chartreuse escalator that bypasses a floor of employee and book processing spaces. The next
escalator, which begins on the third floor, bypasses a closed mezzanine level of meeting rooms and
terminates on an open mezzanine with reference and computer areas (pictures: closed and open
mezzanine). The final escalator ascends from the fifth floor through four levels of book stacks, a multi‐floor
function platform, and terminates in an airy reading‐rooms level on the tenth floor. The four levels of books
stacks are ramped like a car park and are continuous with the tenth level reading rooms, but not the fifth
floor reference area. The eleventh level, the floorplate of which is offset from the reading rooms floor, is the
so‐called “headquarters”, another employee‐only, function space. There is a basic typological distinction
between “functions”, mainly corridor plans, and “attractions”, which are largely open plans. (pictures:
stacks, reading rooms)
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Image 4. HH integration floors 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 10.
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SOCIAL STAGING IN THE LIBRARY
We will infer social staging of library users by describing stereotypical routes for undertaking three specific
tasks: checking out a book, attending a meeting, and meeting a friend to work together. We will then assess
connectivity, maximum radials, and integration for select points along each path. For the purposes of this
inquiry, connectivity will be related to a sense of publicness, as the greater the degree of visual exposure the
less private the activities undertaken in a space will be (following Vialard & Bafna, 2009). Interpreting
connectivity as sense‐of‐publicness by way of exposure picks up relevant distinctions between office
cubicles and office rooms or corridors and lobbies. While this logic also registers in relatively closed areas,
like the library stacks, such areas are not private in the same way that closed rooms are. We therefore
discuss connectivity together with maximum radials, which measure the depth of vision into surrounding
spaces. Combining metric depth with connectivity is expected to pick up distinctions between the publicness
of library stacks and that of closed rooms. High‐integration areas are more globally central. Such areas tend
to be perceived as anchor spaces for way‐finding and orientation (Peponis, Zimring, and Choi, 1990; Haq and
Zimring, 2003), but, in the case of a weak‐program building like the library, they are likely to provide greater
unplanned encounters amongst visitors, and so can also be characterized as socially public (Grajewski , 1993;
Penn, Desyllas, and Vaughan, 1999).3
In sum, our approach assesses publicness as it is both directly and indirectly perceived by building users.
Direct perception of publicness is associated with exposure and is captured by measuring spatial form using
connectivity and maximum radials. Indirect perception of publicness is associated with social encounter and
measured using integration. Where direct and indirect forms of publicness conform to one another,
perceptions of the spatial structure of the building and of the life within it will tend to reinforce each other.
Therefore if a given location in the library, the publicness perceived directly through the spatial form and the
publicness perceived indirectly through social encounter coincide, we argue that the sense of institutionality
and conformation to the library genotype at that location is enhanced. Here we emphasize Hillier and
Hanson’s definition of genotypes as abstract rules underlying spatial forms. In this formulation the spatial is,
of course, fundamentally social, and therefore genotypes resonate with institutions as mechanisms of social
order.
Procedurally, we have selected points along contrived trajectories for three paths that span multiple floors.
For each point, connectivity, maximum radials, and integration are each normalized as a percent of the
maximum value for the floor.
Checking Out a Book
A stereotypical pattern for checking out a book was inferred as follows. A regular visitor to the library comes
in by the first floor entrance, intending to find a particular book. Though the elevator is immediately in front
of the entrance, it would clearly require a wait. And why wait when just off to the right an escalator
perpetually beckons upward? At the top of the long escalator, the visitor crosses the third floor from the
reading area into the fiction collection to the next escalator, which leads to the open‐mezzanine reference
area. Exiting the escalator, the user approaches a workstation and finds the call number and floor location of
the book. There is a choice here, whether to take a third escalator into the midpoint of the stacks and wind
up or down the ramp to find the book, or to take the elevator to the desired labeled floor. Now the elevator

3

We should also note that in the studies cited above, integration and connectivity values are calculated using axial maps. However, as
more recent studies have found (for instance, Peponis, Bafna, et al. 2007), the visual integration mapping which we use here is
consistent with the axial mapping at the gross level that we operate in this paper.
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seems worth the wait, as the visitor doesn’t want to spend all morning wandering up and down the books
spiral.

Image 5. Showing route, syntax values and visibility polygons for getting a book
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The connectivity measurements indicate that during the first half of this trajectory, all the way up to settling
in at the workstation, visual exposure is generally high, indicating that the sense of publicness and of the self
as a participant in the social setting of the library are also high. This expansive sense contracts dramatically
as one approaches the workstation, then accesses the elevator off a short hallway that is closed at one end.
In the constriction of overview and exposure, these sub‐tasks are treated more like work and less like the
public presentation of the self. For this first part of the trajectory, the patterns of maximum radials reflect a
program that engenders relatively shallow access to the first floor and deeper access into the third and fifth
floors.
Once in the stacks, connectivity is very high at intersections formed by the shelving, but extremely low in the
spaces between shelves, creating sharp demarcations between highly exposed and highly contained areas.
The maximum radials concurrently indicate a sharp drop from very long to very short sightlines in the stacks.
While on the first three floors, exposure and visual access promote a consistent sense of being on view, in
the space of the stacks abrupt changes in both exposure and visual access stage surprising or startling
encounters where very long maximum radials in areas of high exposure directly cross very short maximum
radials in areas of low exposure. Returning by elevator to the ground floor, the checkout process happens in
a space of shallow visual access and moderately high visual exposure.
Integration patterns for the same trajectory are somewhat more uniform and always above 50% of the
maximum integration for the floor, indicating that users generally do not feel themselves to be too far from
the social center of the building. However, the locations specific to the task of accessing books (the
computer terminal, elevators lobbies at reference areas and stacks, the stacks themselves) are markedly less
socially central.
Attending a Meeting
A stereotypical route for attending a meeting is much simpler. Imagine a hurried visitor—someone with
places to be both before and afterward— who enters on the third floor, walks directly to the back of the
space, and ascends an open stair that serves the fourth floor only. The visitor proceeds to a meeting room
and afterward leaves by the same route he or she came by.

Image 6. Showing route, syntax values and visibility polygons for attending a meeting. (continue next page)
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For attending a meeting, the connectivity percentages indicate a rapid dropping off of sense of visibility,
exposure, and publicness as one proceeds from the street entrance on the third floor, where there is great
visual command of the room, back toward the stair, one of the least visually‐controlling spaces on the entire
floor. Here we find a concordant dive in visual access as expressed by the maximum radials. Once on the
fourth floor, the user stays in a moderate band of constant, moderate visibility on the ring of corridor. The
same trajectory, when evaluated for integration, shows a drop from a very high centrality at the third floor
entrance, followed by a quick drop off to a moderate position of centrality, then a hovering below the 50
percentile for the remainder of the trajectory. There are no reversals in the integration patterns; one simply
moves from the social center to the periphery. The maximum radials, connectivity, and integration tend to
move together for the entire trajectory.
Meeting a Friend on the Reading‐Rooms Floor
A regular visitor to the library enters by the first floor to meet a friend on the tenth floor reading‐rooms
level. The user waits for the elevator. The chain of escalators and associated spaces between the first and
tenth floors is too great an investment of time and attention to even be considered. The user exits on the
tenth floor, then winds down a ramping path around a raised plinth of restricted‐access collections.
Rounding the third turn, near the top of the escalator, the user sees a downward‐sloping path and three un‐
walled, open‐plan, terraced reading areas to the right of it.
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Image 7. Showing route, syntax values and visibility polygons for meeting a friend

The first‐floor portion of the trajectory, a short shot from door to elevator, is exposed in nature. The
moderate‐length maximum radials indicate shallow views, and integration values are high. The tenth‐floor
portion of the trajectory, by contrast, shows great variation in visibility levels. The exit from the elevator and
the single‐loaded corridor winding around the restricted‐access collections are both relatively unexposed;
however, near the top of the escalator as the user rounds the corner to see the reading areas, there is a
burst of visual access, which contracts again as user approaches the workspace. The longest radials align
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with greatest connectivity and the greatest integration. The radials show a generally uniform increase of
depth of vision as one the approach to the work area, with a dive in depth of vision as one settles in at the
work space. Throughout the trajectory, the values of maximum radials, connectivity, and integration move
in a concordant way, indicating that the sense of publicness and the sense of social centrality coincide.

SOCIAL STAGING IN THE LIBRARY
In most cases, the values for maximum radials, connectivity, and integration rise and fall together. We have
argued that the covariation of these values will tend to reinforce the library genotype and, by extension, the
sense of institutionality. When connectivity and integration co‐vary, built‐form publicness (as associated
with connectivity) and the social publicness (as associated with integration) of the building coincide.
Promenade spaces for the public have been a common feature of American libraries throughout their
history (Chanchani, 2002). The Seattle library emphasizes the sense of promenade insofar as direct and
indirect publicness patterns tend to conform to one another. Circulation into the attraction spaces,
especially ingress by escalator, usually occurs in areas of high integration, high connectivity, and high
maximum radials. By contrast, the locations for library‐specific tasks, including searching the collections and
retrieving books, are often relatively socially peripheral (i.e., low integration). Isovists taken at the
workstation point sampled on the fifth floor, the stacks on the seventh floor, and the desk on the tenth floor
do not overlap with the highest integration values, implying the highest‐integration areas are one or more
turns away from these task areas.
As far as social staging, it is reasonable to infer that users sense themselves as participants, rather than as
spectators, as their visual command of the environment changes with the social centrality of their position.
While undertaking tasks, users are not, for example, typically taking on large physical views from socially
peripheral positions.

PHENOMENAL STAGING IN THE LIBRARY
While the social staging of the user conveys a library genotype that is to some degree typical, the visual
impact of the library is patently special. The phenomenal experience of the library conveys a specific agenda,
and this agenda modifies the social sense of the library as described so far.
A note on the methodological approach here: phenomenological staging, which we wish to capture, is
difficult to describe in an objective sense. In being definitionally subjective, objective description of
phenomena from third‐person perspective is not technically possible. In what follows, we give a personal
account of the phenomenal experience of the building as a possible instance of how a subject might
experience tendencies in the presentation of visual phenomena. We rewalk a trajectory following the
escalators from the first floor to the upper‐level reading‐rooms floor, describing the phenomena
encountered by the situated user.
The first floor entry to the library opens off of Fourth Street. As viewed across the landscaped plaza, the
lower part of this façade is double‐height storefront glazing. Above the storefront, a very large, very deep
volume of folded façade projects horizontally over the plaza, rising vertically for the height of a couple of
floors, then receding out of sight. Crossing below the folded, reflective façade, each entrant is multiplied by
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three, the original plus one reflection on each of the façade’s vertical and horizontal surfaces. One enters
the wide, shallow lobby of the first floor and is greeted by the flat face of a bank of elevators encased in
concrete, with relatively deep peripheral views, to the children’s area and the circulation desk area. Just
around the elevator core, the escalator to the right comes into view, chartreuse and illuminated. It is a long
escalator that travels up toward a tilted patch of glass‐clad sky.

8

9

10
Images 8, 9 and 10. Building walk‐through and associated plans. Image 9 by Sarah C.Campbell

The escalator deposits its passengers on the third floor in a large, tenting expanse bounded by inward‐tilting
glazed façade that joins the rest of the building at a height of three stories, above two mezzanine levels that
overlook the floor. Casually‐arranged seating, plants and the coffee and gift shops are arranged under the
tilting facade, with bookshelves at oblique angles populating a low‐ceiling portion of the floor under a
mezzanine. Overall, the space seems animated by movement, across the floor itself and up and down the
illuminated escalators and glazed core of elevators. The lower mezzanine level has a red façade with an
obscure window that throws into silhouette people moving behind it. Above this façade is a rail, and other
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library visitors are just visible on the other side of it. A large, high, atrium, which adjoins to the mezzanine on
one side, has a white surface with repeated bands of green strip windows. It visibly opens to a larger level
near the top of the building shortly before terminating in a skylight.

11

13

12

14
Images 11, 12, 13 and 14. Building walk‐through and associated plans. Image 14 by Sarah Houhgton

The next escalator, perpendicular to and visible from the first, disappears into the mezzanine level. It
requires one to cross the floor around a sunken auditorium. From the second escalator, one emerges into
another novel environment two floors up: a large, railed deck with metallic floor tiles and orange, black, and
gray furnishings. The space is open, subdivided only by a set of upright trusses, columns, and the various
stair, escalator and elevator towers. Everything higher than eight feet is painted a chunky fireproof black;
below that, columns are cased in white gypsum board. Long, fixed tables are configured to form an “X” in
the middle of the space.
The escalator terminates toward the back of the space. Tables for study and workstations lie between the
top of the escalator and high, open space shared with the previous floor. From this position, the back side of
the illuminated escalator that provides access to the stacks ascends to the top of the high ceilinged space.
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The strangest thing about the escalator may not register at first; it is just one escalator, one going up, no
other coming down.

15

16

17
Images 15, 16 and 17. Building walk‐through and associated plans. Image 16 by Sho Seph.

As one approaches the third escalator, it becomes clear that it is a very long escalator that punctures the
black ceiling, though its final destination cannot be seen. As one rises, glassed in on either side, the floor slab
moves from the upper front to the lower rear of the visual field. The book shelves, perpendicular to the
moving user, rise and move behind, one by one. Occasionally, a person emerges into view, moving along a
different plane than the escalator’s passenger. With the building and furniture already in relative motion, a
moving human is doubly as dynamic. After four floors, the escalator terminates, nudging its users into an
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airy and lovely series of terraced reading rooms, finished in relatively harmonious, naturalistic colors. The
metal of the cladding is painted a pale sky blue. If one winds up the ramp to the highest point in the publicly‐
accessible part of the building, one can see down the large light well—the long, white, expanse of the
atrium, the railing and metal‐tiled floor, the red band of the closed mezzanine, and the furniture and large,
foliage‐printed rugs of the third floor. Turning back and descending via the books spiral, one finds it squat
and cramped, almost never providing views out, which is odd considering the entire building is clad in glass.

18

20
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24

25
Images 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25. Building walk‐through and associated plans. Image 23 by Nicole C.Engard.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VISUAL AND PHENOMENAL STAGING IN THE LIBRARY
The series of escalators has taken the user through an unfamiliar, intriguing, and varied visual vista. While
the functional elements of a library are familiar enough, the colors, changes of floor levels, and organization
defamiliarize the overall setting. Perhaps most disconcerting is that there does not seem to be an obvious
underlying reasoning behind the organization of the visual environment. It all feels ad hoc and accidental,
even as it works functionally. Phenomenally then, one has the sense of not being in institutional
environment, but rather an unsettled urban setting, or at best a setting that is still taking shape.
Several strategies for the architectural deployment of phenomena can be observed. One very powerful and
very typical defamiliarizing design strategy is that many parts of the program are visually organized so that
they are seen from the outside, and, significantly, their appearance—as a red strip façade, or a black volume
set in the free plan, or an atrium that is blank‐faced save a few strips of windows—does not express
programmatic function. Occlusion of parts of whole shapes is another strategy with implications for how
users engage the program. For example, portions of trajectories that are key to the functional organization
of the plan often “disappear” behind edges or objects, requiring users to travel into spaces they cannot first
take prospect of. This is the case when escalators slip behind mezzanine facades or into narrow holes in the
floor. As a sort of complement to this strategy, the building often frames users so that they are seen in
incomplete arcs of action.
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Image 26. A photo and location of the first overlook.

Image 27. A photo and location of the second overlook.

Further, there are a number of key visual experiences within the building, and their location does not covary
with the values of syntactic variables. We will describe two such instances. The fourth floor hosts a
comfortable, striking, highly attractive overlook to the living room, giving a deep view to the space from a
refuge‐like position behind the scrim of the window surface. The large window occurs along the ring of
circulation on the fourth floor, which includes two stairs and several blind hallways. The salient features of
the hallway are that all its surfaces are either red or a slightly off‐red pink and its reflex corners are almost
all curved. The window overlook is the main respite from these features, over and above its inherent
interest as a non‐reciprocal view—that is, a voyeuristic view—to the main public space of the building. The
window is located in an area of relatively low integration. It neither houses nor uniquely leads to any
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functional area. It is perceptual interest or mere circumstance, but not syntactic staging, that is likely to take
a visitor there.
The same can be said for the overlook to the atrium from the tenth floor reading‐rooms level. The view is
less about visual command of a sublime multiplication of parts, and more about a presentation of an
irreducibly compact display of the parts of the building, an item of diagram. Again, the spot from which the
view is available, which occurs at the top of the ramping corridor that begins at the bottom of the sixth floor,
occupies a space of low social centrality. One comes to it by other prompts, such as signage and building
maps, or its position at the apex of the ramp. In both cases, the view available is large and non‐reciprocal,
but it is taken from a position of low integration. Such staging positions users as outsiders within the
building; they take on large, even global, views of the space from socially isolated positions. At the tenth
floor overlook, integration values are 22% of the highest value on the floor; on the fourth level overlook,
they are 51% of the highest value on the floor.
Access to overviews occurs in spaces of low social centrality; the contrived routes, by contrast, show task‐
oriented users encountering socially and visually coherent spaces, with connectivity, integration, and
maximum radials covarying and reinforcing the character of the local spaces. When visual and spatial
aspects reinforce one another, it would tend to mold users as participants. However, the points at which
overviews of the space are provided, with their fundamental dissonance between social centrality and visual
command, stage the user as an observer, as an outsider.
We argue that the positioning of building users, sometimes as participants, sometimes as spectators primes
them to explore the building. This point can be emphasized retrospectively; a characterizing quality of the
building is that it excites exploration. We propose that the tension between the social centrality of the space
and its various visual attractors—somewhat off the beaten path of the socially central—engenders a sort of
restlessness, a sense that things are happening somewhere nearby. Partly, this may be the result of
triggering a cognitive mismatch system.4 The visual environment of the library creates overall unfamiliarity
by frequently offering changing configurations of visual cues that can potentially trigger the cognitive
mismatch system and so create motivation for further exploration.
The point to note is that this sense of being decentered and the consequent restlessness is not experienced
as an urge or compulsion to act, but rather as a background motivation and a shift in qualitative subjective
conscious experience. We theorize that the user registers decenteredness as a curiosity to discover what lies
behind the wall, or over the parapet. Further, the main effect of the tension between social staging and the
phenomenal one is not just to instigate particular types of behavior (say, exploratory movement), but to
become more attuned to the raw feel of a space and one’s role in it.
Following Seigel, the Western concept of the self has traditionally been conceptualized along three
dimensions: the physical, or bodily; the relational, which is fundamentally social, and the reflective, which
has to do with the individual’s capacity for observing his or her own consciousness. The reflective self not
only reflects individual consciousness, but also worldly phenomena, including those that give rise to the
bodily and relational aspects of consciousness; it is the self that actively and consciously makes us what we
are. In the library, the reflective sense of self foregrounds the social. In bringing the social forward in a

4

O’Keefe and colleagues have shown that certain cells of the hippocampus map the visual environment, and if an unfamiliar
environment is encountered, the mismatch between the expected map and the mapping obtained through sense data triggers
exploratory behavior (summarized in O’Keefe, 1993; original formulation in O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978).
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setting that shifts user’s social roles, the reflective self becomes engaged in the task of defining and re‐
defining the relational self.
As a visitor explores both mundane and unexpected vistas, shapes, and vantage points, the role played shifts
from participant steeped in the web of relations engendered by the building to reflective spectator, who is
separate from and aware of the relational nexus, and back again. This role makes the user an incidental
actor, both participating in and but also at a critical distance from the staging. Staging users in an explicitly
dramaturgical role aligns with an expression of the architect’s critical intent found in the visual description of
the Kunsthal5 in S M L XL. In it, dialogue between Vladimir and Estragon, protagonists of the absurdist play
Waiting for Godot, appears in large print over a sequenced series of full‐page photographs that provide a
tour of the building. Fine print below the dialogue instructs where to move and what to see. Noisy,
absorbing, pointless chatter unfolds over the quiet imperatives of architectural form.

5

The Kunsthal is an art museum in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, designed by OMA and completed in 1992.
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Images 28 and 29. Captures from S M L XL.
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More broadly, the study makes the case for an analytical approach that distinguishes between two distinct
sets of architectural tasks that are often conflated: those that support everyday activity and those that incite
reflective engagement through imaginative perception. We propose that the critical success of a building
depends not on assimilating these tasks into a seamless form, but rather in exploiting the tension often
generated between them. This is not to claim that it is only through tension between these kinds of staging
that an architect can bring the building into mind. Buildings, after all, offer us complex ways of interacting
with them. The tension between the two types of staging is one remarkably easy way of ensuring a work
engages the reflective self.
We are aware that the study has some key limitations. Methodologically, there needs to be more systematic
methods for recording subjective impressions that are the basis for the description of the phenomenal
staging. And, more work needs to be done to establish, either through observation of behavior, or through
carefully controlled self‐report data, the kinds of effects that phenomenal staging can have on visitors. On
both these counts, we have relied rather heavily on first person observations from one of us. That limits the
generalizability of findings, but is enough we feel to make a case for the systematic understanding of the
imaginative functioning of buildings.
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